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Something in the Water
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something in the water

Chorus 1
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I'll pretend that it's no thing that's skipping my heart when I think you're thinking of me Babe? I'm crosswise with you.

Chorus 1
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Perc.

are you thinking of me Babe? I'm crosswise with you.

Chorus 1
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I'll pretend that it's no thing that's skipping my heart when I think you're thinking of me Babe? I'm crosswise with you.

Chorus 1
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something in the water that makes me love you like I've got.
Chorus 2

01 SSATB Combo C

something in the water

Chorus 2

S

something in the water

S

something in the water

S

something in the water

S

something in the water
Something in the Water
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something in the water, that makes me love you like I've got

Chorus 1

Chop off
Something in the Water

Words and Music by
BROOKE FRASER and
SCOTT LIGERTWOOD
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original key: C Major
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Something in the Water 3
03 SSATB Combo Eb

Chorus 1

I'll pretend that you're the only thing in my heart when I think about you. Am I crazy about you? As there's something in the water, that makes me love you like I've got.

Verse 1

I'll pretend that you're the only thing in my heart when I think about you. Am I crazy about you? As there's something in the water, that makes me love you like I've got.

Chorus 2

I'll pretend that you're the only thing in my heart when I think about you. Am I crazy about you? As there's something in the water, that makes me love you like I've got.

Bridge

I've got you. There's something in the water, that makes me love you like I've got.

I've got you. There's something in the water, that makes me love you like I've got.

Outro

I've got you. There's something in the water, that makes me love you like I've got.
Something in the Water 5
03 SSATB Combo Eb

Chorus

Give me something fun to do like a life of loving you
Kiss me quick now baby I'm still crazy over you

Chorus

Give me something fun to do like a life of loving you
Kiss me quick now baby I'm still crazy over you

Chorus

Give me something fun to do like a life of loving you
Kiss me quick now baby I'm still crazy over you

Chorus

Something in the Water

Give me something fun to do like a life of loving you
Kiss me quick now baby I'm still crazy over you

Chorus

Give me something fun to do like a life of loving you
Kiss me quick now baby I'm still crazy over you

Chorus

Give me something fun to do like a life of loving you
Kiss me quick now baby I'm still crazy over you

Chorus

Something in the Water 5

Give me something fun to do like a life of loving you
Kiss me quick now baby I'm still crazy over you
Something in the Water
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There's something in the water, that makes me love you like I've got

ha loes made of summer,

rhythms made of spring, What she

Something in the Water 5

04 SSATB 4 extra staves

Demo Version
Give me long days in the sun,
Give me long days in the sun,
Give me long days in the sun,
Give me long days in the sun,

pre ludes to the nights to come
pre ludes to the nights to come
pre ludes to the nights to come
pre ludes to the nights to come

in all la zy
like a life of lov ing you
like a life of lov ing you
like a life of lov ing you
like a life of lov ing you

Give me some thing fun to do
Give me some thing fun to do
Give me some thing fun to do
Give me some thing fun to do
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Something in the Water

Words and Music by BROOKE FRASER and SCOTT LIGERTWOOD
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original key: C Major
Give me nights of solitude, red wine just a glass or two, reclined in a hammock on a balm-y evening.

I'll pretend that it's no thing that's skipping my heart when I think "are you thinking of me, Babe?" I'm crazy over.
Verse 2

ha-loes made of sum-mer, rhy-thms made of spring
What she wears, what she wears, what she wears
I've got

ha-loes made of sum-mer, rhy-thms made of spring
What she wears, what she wears, what she wears
I've got

rhy-thms made of spring
What she wears, what she wears, what she wears

what she wears, what she wears, what she wears
I've got

crowns of words a-wov-en each one a song to sing
Oh I sing, sing, sing

what she wears, what she wears, what she wears

sing, sing, sing

what she wears, what she wears, what she wears

sing, sing, sing

what she wears, what she wears, what she wears

sing, sing, sing
Chorus 2

you Ah there's something in the water, something in the water
you Ah there's something in the water, something in the water
you Ah there's something in the water, something in the water
you Ah there's something in the water, something in the water

There's something in the water that makes me love you like I
There's something in the water that makes me love you like I
There's something in the water that makes me love you like I
There's something in the water that makes me love you like I

Cm E B+ E+ A+ E+ A+ B+

Ah there's something in the water, something in the water
Ah there's something in the water, something in the water
Ah there's something in the water, something in the water
Ah there's something in the water, something in the water

Cm E B+ E+ A+ E+ A+ B+

Clap All
Give me nights of solitude,
red wine just a glass or two,

Give me nights of solitude,
red wine just a glass or two,

Give me nights of solitude,
red wine just a glass or two,

Give me nights of solitude,
red wine just a glass or two,
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Chorus 4
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Something in the Water
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Something in the Water
Give me long days in the sun,
Give me long days in the sun,
Give me long days in the sun,
Give me long days in the sun,

Give me something fun to do
Give me something fun to do
Give me something fun to do
Give me something fun to do

Pre-
D.S.
Bass
P.A.
Perc.

Something in the Water 7
06 SSATB small Combo extra staves

Demo Version
Something in the Water
Give me nights of solitude,
Give me nights of solitude,
Give me nights of solitude,
Give me nights of solitude,
Something in the Water 13

06 SSATB small Combo extra staves
There's something in the water, that makes me love you like I do. Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo. Something in the water, that makes me love you like I do. Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo. Something in the water, that makes me love you like I do. Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo.
Something in the Water

Words and Music by
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Chorus 1

You Ah there's something in the water, something in the water

Verse 2

Ha-oes made of summer, rhythms made of spring What she wears, what she wears, what she wears I've got

Something in the Water 3
Something in the Water 5
07 SSATB Piano Advanced

Chorus 2

S
you Ah there’s some-thing in the wa-ter, some-thing in the wa-ter

A
you Ah there’s some-thing in the wa-ter, some-thing in the wa-ter

T
you Ah there’s some-thing in the wa-ter, some-thing in the wa-ter

B
you Ah there’s some-thing in the wa-ter, some-thing in the wa-ter

PA

51
Ah There’s some-thing in the wa-ter, that makes me love you like I

S

A

T

B

PA

There’s some-thing in the wa-ter that makes me love you like I

There’s some-thing in the wa-ter that makes me love you like I

There’s some-thing in the wa-ter that makes me love you like I

There’s some-thing in the wa-ter that makes me love you like I

Interlude

S

do Ooh hoo hoo hoo hoo Ooh hoo hoo hoo hoo

A

do

T

do

B

do

PA

A

maj7

E−
Chorus 3
Following rhythm handclap

Continue handclap in eights sim...
Something in the Water

Words and Music by BROOKE FRASER and SCOTT LIGERTWOOD
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original key: C Major

Intro

Verse 1

Soprano
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Chorus 1

**Verse 2**
Chorus 2

**Clap All**

S:
```
there's something in the water, something in the water
```

A:
```
there's something in the water, something in the water
```

T:
```
there's something in the water, something in the water
```

B:
```
there's something in the water, something in the water
```

P. M:
```
C7 E B7 E7 A7 E7 A7 B7
```

**Interlude**

S:
```
do Ooh hoo hoo hoo hoo
```

A:
```
do Whistle
```

T:
```
do Whistle
```

B:
```
do Whistle
```

P. M:
```
A E7
```

---

Something in the Water 5
08 SSATB Piano Moderated
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Chorus 3

Follow rhythm handclap

Chorus 4

makes me love you like I
makes me love you like I
makes me love you like I
makes me love you like I
09 SSATB

Something in the Water

Words and Music by
BROOKE FRASER and
SCOTT LIGERTWOOD
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
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Chorus 1

"are you thinking of me Babe?" I'm crazy over you Ah

something in the water, something in the water Ah

There's

something in the water, something in the water
Ah

There's

something in the water, something in the water
Ah

There's

something in the water, something in the water
Ah

There's

something in the water, something in the water
Ah

There's

something in the water, something in the water
Ah

There's
Give me long days in the sun, preludes to the nights to come

Give me long days in the sun, preludes to the nights to come

Give me long days in the sun, preludes to the nights to come

Give me long days in the sun, preludes to the nights to come

Give me some thing fun to do

Give me some thing fun to do

Give me some thing fun to do

Give me some thing fun to do

Kiss me quick now baby I'm still crazy over

Kiss me quick now baby I'm still crazy over

Kiss me quick now baby I'm still crazy over

Kiss me quick now baby I'm still crazy over

Something in the Water 5
09 SSATB
Interlude

Give me nights of solitude,
red wine just a glass or

Give me nights of solitude,
red wine just a glass or

Give me nights of solitude,
red wine just a glass or
There's something in the water, that makes me love you like I do.

Chorus 4

Chorus 4

There's something in the water,

There's something in the water,

All sopr.

Something in the Water 9
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Demo Version
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Something in the Water

Words and Music by BROOKE FRASER and SCOTT LIGERTWOOD
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze

Original key: C Major
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Intro

Verse 1

Chorus 1

Verse 2

Chorus 2

Interlude

Chorus 3

Chorus 4
11 Bb Instrument

**Something in the Water**
Words and Music by BROOKE FRASER and SCOTT LIGERTWOOD
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original key: C Major

11 Bb Instrument
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12 Eb Instrument

Something in the Water

Words and Music by BROOKE FRASER and SCOTT LIGERTWOOD
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original key: C Major
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Something in the Water

Words and Music by BROOKE FRASER and SCOTT LIGERTWOOD
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original key: C Major

Intro
\[ q = 120 \]

Verse 1
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Something in the Water 3
13 Piano Advanced

Chorus 2

Interlude

A\textsubscript{b}maj7
Something in the Water

Intro

$ = 120

Verse 1

Cm Bb E♭ Eb♭sus4 E♭ Eb♭sus4 Eb Ab E♭
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Something in the Water 3
14 Piano Moderated

Chorus 2

Interlude

A♭maj7

E♭

A♭maj7

Eb

E♭

A♭maj7

E♭

A♭maj7

E♭

B♭7

A♭maj7

E♭

A♭maj7
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Something in the Water
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Something in the Water
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Something in the Water

Intro

Verse 1

Chorus 1

Verse 2

Chorus 2

Interlude
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Intro

Verse 1

Chorus 1

Verse 2

Chorus 2

Something in the Water
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Drumkit/Percussion
Intro

\[ \text{Intro} \quad \dot{\text{j}} = 120 \]

\[ \text{Intro} \quad \text{A}^b \]

\[ \text{Intro} \quad \text{E}_b \]

\[ \text{Intro} \quad \text{E}_b^{\text{sus}4} \]

Verse 1

\[ \text{Verse 1} \quad \text{E}_b \]

\[ \text{Verse 1} \quad \text{A}^b \]

\[ \text{Verse 1} \quad \text{E}_b \]

\[ \text{Verse 1} \quad \text{C}^m \]

\[ \text{Verse 1} \quad \text{B}^b \]

\[ \text{Verse 1} \quad \text{E}_b \]

\[ \text{Verse 1} \quad \text{E}_b^{\text{sus}4} \]

\[ \text{Verse 1} \quad \text{E}_b^{\text{sus}4} \]

\[ \text{Verse 1} \quad \text{E}_b \]

\[ \text{Verse 1} \quad \text{E}_b^{\text{sus}} \]

Verse 1

wear a demeanor made of bright pretty things

wears Birds singing on my shoulder in harmony it seems

wears

sing, how they sing, how they sing

Give me nights of solitude

red wine just a glass or two,

reclined in a hammock on a balmy evening

I’ll pretend that it’s no thing that’s skipping my heart when I think
like a life of loving you
Kiss me quick now baby I'm still crazy over

Chorus 2

There's something in the water,

something in the water

something in the water

That makes me love you like I

Interlude

Do

Ooh hoo hoo hoo hoo Ooh hoo hoo hoo

hoo

Ooh hoo hoo hoo hoo hoo hoo

Give me nights of solitude,

red wine just a glass or

two, give me something fun to

Do
Something in the Water

Words and Music by BROOKE FRASER and SCOTT LIGERTWOOD
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original key: C Major

Intro
q = 120

Verse 1

Chorus 1

Verse 2
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Something in the Water
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Intro
Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo

Verse 1
I wear a demeanor made of bright pretty things
What she wears, what she wears, what she wears
Birds singing on my shoulder in harmony it seems
How they sing, how they sing, how they sing

Give me nights of solitude, red wine just a glass or two,
Reclined in a hammock on a balmy evening
I’ll pretend that it’s no thing that’s skipping my heart when I think
‘Are you you thinking of me babe?” I’m crazy over you

Chorus 1
Ah, There’s something in the water, something in the water
Ah, There’s something in the water, that makes me love you like

Verse 2
I’ve got haloe’s made of summer, rhythms made of spring
What she wears, what she wears, what she wears
I got crowns of words awoven each one a song to sing
Oh I sing, oh I sing, oh I sing

Give me long days in the sun, preludes to the nights to come
Previews of the mornings laying in all lazy
Give me something fun to do like a life of loving you
Kiss me quick now baby I’m still crazy over you

Chorus 2
Ah, There’s something in the water, something in the water
Ah, There’s something in the water, that makes me love you like I do

Interlude
Oooh oooh oooh [x3]

Give me nights of solitude, red wine just a glass or two, give me something fun to do

Chorus 3
Ah, There’s something in the water, something in the water
Ah, There’s something in the water, that makes me love you like I do

Chorus 4
Ah, There’s something in the water, something in the water
Ah, There’s something in the water, that makes me love you like I do

Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo